4 THEY'RE DANCING!
Remember when formal dances in the Union Ballroom highlighted the Sooner social scene? Well, ballroom dancing is back, and students are lining up to learn the steps and the social protocol.

10 A SCIENTIFIC DREAM TEAM
When bioengineering and medical researchers team up, projects that once would have sounded like science fiction address real life problems and offer boundless opportunities for the future.

15 POLITICS WITH AN ATTITUDE
Oklahoma's most-watched political pundits are a couple of unsuccessful gubernatorial candidates who have turned their wildly divergent viewpoints and razor-sharp wits into television ratings gold.

21 ASSOCIATED WITH SUCCESS
A quarter century ago, the University of Oklahoma's Associates committed to annual, unrestricted, $1,000 gifts that set the stage for the difference-making private funding program that is still thriving today.

26 FOR LOVE OF THE GAME
OU athletes of the club-sport variety have no scholarships, must find financing to support their sporting habits and play out their dreams in relative obscurity—and for the most part, they'd have it no other way.